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About This Game

Beating A Dead Horse With A One-Trick Pony is a first-person RPG (ArtPG) with a narrative, mild melee combat, and
some platforming elements. The game is a sequel to, Jeff Koons Must Die!!!, and is set in the same destroyed museum that the
previous game ended in. The game comprises six levels and you must escape each successive area in order to progress through

the story. You will enlist the help of some old friends to help along the way and, hopefully, uncover your own path.

Some Level Themes:

Aftermath: Revel in the destruction of days past. Contemplate your actions or inaction.

The Church of Kitsch: Escape the confines of a rigid structure. Visit the church and pay respects.

Art and Commerce: Visit the opportunity hub in order to generate some currency, attend the learning annex, and apply to
exhibit at Art Basil Minneapolis. Keep an eye on your relevance though, you will need it.

Art and Celebrity: Visit a mystical land where you will learn how to become an art star. Create your own personal mythology
and acquire currency from collectors. Be careful though, you might lose yourself.

Redemption: Re-visit the past and connect with your roots. Excavate.

The Road Home: Escape the final structure and light four beacons in order to finish the game.
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Easter Eggs:
There are multiple easter eggs and hidden areas in the game. Some achievements are unlocked by finding these areas.

Mouse and Keyboard Controls:
WASD to move forward, backward, and side to side.

HOLD LEFT SHIFT and any movement key (WASD) in order to sprint.
SPACE BAR to jump.

E to interact with some objects.
RIGHT MOUSE CLICK to pick up some objects.

LEFT MOUSE CLICK to swing melee weapon/tool, when equipped.
ESCAPE KEY will bring up main menu at any time.

Gamepad Controls:
LEFT THUMBSTICK to move.

RIGHT THUMBSTICK to look around.
Hold LEFT TRIGGER while moving to sprint.

TOP FACE BUTTON to Interact (Use this when the game prompts to Press E).
BOTTOM FACE BUTTON to jump.

RIGHT TRIGGER to swing melee weapon/tool, when equipped.
BOTTOM FACE BUTTON to select menu items or select dialogue.

LEFT THUMBSTICK to navigate menu items.
SPECIAL LEFT BUTTON (menu button) to pause game and open menu at any time.

Save Game Function:
This game saves access to each level as they are completed and saves information on the last level regarding lit beacons. It does

not save location data or incremental progress (other than the beacon info). If you quit the game in the middle of a level you will
need to start over when you reload it (other than the last level).

Note from the dev:
This game was created over a year from November 2017 through November 2018. It was a very personal project that deals with

my struggles navigating the pitfalls of the art world and my realizations and epiphanies regarding the complex systems within
that world. It is a love letter as well as a Dear John letter.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7
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beating a dead horse with a one-trick pony gameplay. beating a dead horse with a one trick pony-skidrow. beating a dead horse
with a one-trick pony

Remember Hegemony Gold? It had exaclty the right amount of balance between freedom and goal setting, allowing the player
to pick and choose the way to achieve victory. The player started small and grew big on their own terms and at their own speed.

The Eagle King returns to this format with a few differences. FIrstly it is a lot harder. Rome is bigger, badder and stronger than
any enemy in the series before, and unlike the sandbox factions, is out for your blood exclusively. Replicating Pyrrhus, you have
to fight tooth and nail for every victory, but unlike Pyrrhus you don't have to watch for stray roof tiles. At key points you
presented historical decisions paralelling those in the past. Some force you down a path, others don't.

For me, I found the highs higher and the lows lower, cursing the Romans as I went to autosave again. Some elements felt
unhistoric, but it's always a tricky balance between gameplay (Fun!) and history accuracy (generally Not Fun).

In addition to the Eagle King Campaign you also get a Sicilian sandbox and an invasion scenario. I haven't tried the invasion
scenario but the sandbox is as you might expect, full of sharp pointy things.

The bad is the bugs, elephants and ships appear and disappear on screen, Carthaginian invasions cause severe slowdowns, and
this is on an i7, ROG laptop. Presumably the bugs will get worked out in subsequent patches.

Is this worth your money? Yes with the caveat of future patches to deal with the outstanding graphic and gameplay issues.. Dev
abandoned, don't play over 2 hours. This is a very fun game a really recomend it! the 1 problem i have though is that once you
get good its really easy. Besides that it is a really fun game.. the dark souls of wine games. This game gave me cancer.. I cannot
recommend this game in its current state. The first playthrough is awesome, but right now, there\u2019s not enough to pull me
back in for a second time. I played with a friend for the 3x I\u2019ve played this, and I feel like the Bigfoot AI is not advanced
enough to make the second playthrough interesting. The first time, you\u2019re not too sure what to expect, which makes it a
little creepier, but after a few ambushes, the creepy aspect goes away. Bigfoot charges you at the speed of light and strikes you
with the full force of Jesus Christ himself. He wears Kevlar plating under his skin, as the rifle is relatively useless. What is the
point in giving players rifles if the damage they do to the creature is incredibly miniscule? Unloading 10-20 rounds into Bigfoot
will usually result in 1\/10 of its health missing (and that\u2019s generous), so the main way to kill him is to use traps. These
require no skill. You place down the trap, put meat on it, and cover it with leaves. Eventually, he finds the meat and tries to eat
it, and triggers the trap. This does a decent bit more damage (however nothing to write home about), but there\u2019s no skill
involved in placing these traps, which is mostly the only way to kill him. On our first playthrough, one of our traps killed him,
and we didn\u2019t even know where he was. These mindless traps take all the fun out of it. The game also gives you a knife,
which would be neat if it did damage. It appears to just be used for skinning foxes and other animals, so I\u2019m not sure why
it exists outside of an animation. The cameras would be neat, if watching them was useful. They act as motion sensors as well,
so if he trips the camera you\u2019ll get a beep. Then you must scurry to find which camera he\u2019s near. Why
wouldn\u2019t they just be motion sensors that ping on the map? It seems like this would be more useful & streamlined to me.
However, the main disappointment is the Bigfoot AI. It\u2019s relatively simple, with him running up to you super quick,
hitting you a few times, and then flying back into the forest at an unattainable speed. Tracer bullets are theoretically a neat
feature, but it\u2019s demoralizing to watch him zoom through the map at speeds you cannot match, just to have the tracer wear
off within a couple of minutes. It\u2019s very difficult to catch up to him. The first time we played through, he got stuck on a
rock and we were able to do ridiculous amounts of damage to him with our rifles, but after we ran out of bullets, he became
unstuck. We didn\u2019t have any more traps to hunt him with, no bullets for our rifles, and no more supplies to supplement us.
We were forced to quit, being unable to take his last 1\/3 health. We nailed him quickly on the second playthrough, and the third
time around was very recently when we saw that an original map had been added back. We got bored within half an hour,
however, because it was the same thing as before, just with a different map, and an ever so slightly better AI. I hate writing this
because the game is gorgeous and has ENORMOUS potential, but please, please, please work on the AI before other content. It
needs a drastic overhaul to have replayability. I understand this game is in early access, and so I cannot wait to see what the
developers do to the game, but I would hold off a bit longer until the AI is more advanced.. In order to get gold, you have to
brute force your way through the levels, instead of actually thinking about them. Very disappointing.. I bought the game with
coupon and it's worth the money.

+Trading cards
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It's pretty bad. I really appreciate the writing in this game. The story is very campy and it knows it so it embraces that in a good
way. There is also little Easter eggs referencing nerd culture for you to find which is awesome. Gameplay is super simple but it’s
entertaining enough. Definitely worth the price of admission.. I love the story and the occassional songs in the game.
The battle system is quite old though and there is no map to navigate around. I thought it is just a game in a town but there are
several maps.
But overall, I think it is a fun game and easy to play.
Tips: Don't upgrade the equipments you are not using. Purchase items before you move on to story mode and do the side quest
too.. total♥♥♥♥♥. Couple of bugs, but very immersive.

My favourite part was throwing fish on the floor! :P

Otherwise an awesome game!
. I played the original game and honestly I thought it was pretty fun. The issue is that this DLC doesn't really add much to the
game, except a few new characters, you get Hauyn to follow you around (but can't actually use her in battle) and you can get
your characters to look like other FF characters. The issue I have is that there are still a very well known bug with water\/ice not
being properly displayed that has yet to have been fixed (half of Shiva's head is just see through), and even if I change my
characters to look like Noctis or Serah for example, it only shows on the menu screen but in game they look the same...? What's
the point then?
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